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Biggest headlines in March 2017
Diplomatic Relations
In the month of March Mozambique president Filipe Nyusi had a four day state visit to Japan with Mrs.
Isaura Gonçalo Ferrão Nyusi, First Lady of the Republic of Mozambique:
The official visit of the President resulted in the signing of four agreements which are set to stimulate
bilateral cooperation in various areas of socio-economic growth.
The four agreements:
 The construction of roads and bridges in the province of Cabo Delgado, northern Mozambique.
 The second is a memorandum of understanding for the development of integrated urban transport
in Maputo.
 The financing the expansion of the Temane thermal power plant, in Inhambane province.
 The fourth is focused on exploration of natural gas, an abundant resource in Mozambique this
includes training for 1,000 young people over the next five years in various aspects of the oil
industry.
This state visit was reported as an interstate relations visit on most Mozambique based media platforms.
However an article published in a Japan news site on 15 March reported that the visit was aimed at
condemning the actions of North Korea. This occurred following North Korea’s March 6 launch of four
missiles nearly simultaneously into the Sea of Japan, which fell as close as 200 km from the Japanese
coast. Nyusi expressed his support for Abe’s efforts to pursue a peaceful resolution to the issues presented
by North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs and the abduction of Japanese nationals in the 1970s and
1980s. Abe and Nyusi also reaffirmed their commitment to maintaining a rules-based order at sea in
accordance with international law, including the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, and expressed
strong opposition to any unilateral actions that could alter the status quo and increase tensions at sea.
Additional information from Win Win Solutions 4 Africa

Isaura Gonçalo Ferrão Nyusi
First Lady of the Republic of Mozambique

Isaura is the current First Lady of Mozambique. Together, Isaura and her husband, the president of the
Republic, Filipe Jacinto Nyusi share four children. During Nyusi’s tenure, Isaura has supported her husband
on the campaign trail, from pre-election rallies to humanitarian efforts across the country.
In 2016, The First Lady Nyusi, provided support to the drought to the people in the Boane district through
the donation of various products. This aid was materialized by the delivery of 48 tons of diverse products,
raised by the office of the First Lady in partnership with a group of businessmen sensitized to the cause.
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Mining & Energy
Issues of transparency in the area of capital gains tax have risen again in Mozambique in the deal between
Eni and ExxonMobil, as part of the purchase of 25% in area 4 of the Rovuma Basin. It reported that there is
no transparency numerous questions have been raised by the Tax Authority (AT) concerning the
calculation of this tax valued at 350 million US dollars, as well as the fact that the state institution is
dependent on the information provided by the companies involved in the same business to assess the
share of the Mozambican state.
To calculate the 350 million US dollars in capital gains tax for the benefit of the Mozambican state, the tax
authority said it had resorted to available information provided by Eni, but "without specifying which",
according to the Centre for Public Integrity (CIP).
Economic outlook
In the months of March the Mozambique economy remained in a fairly grim predicament after defaulting on
a USD 60 million coupon payment due to creditors earlier this year. With the public coffers bare, the
government announced in March its intention to restructure the debt burden, and is hoping to receive
funding from the IMF. Despite the gloomy economic backdrop, hydrocarbons giant ExxonMobil recently
boosted its presence in the country by purchasing a stake in gas resources in the huge Area 4 block, which
should help bring the gas to market more quickly. The move should also provide a welcome capital gains
tax windfall for the cash-strapped government.
Public debt
31 March 2017 was the set date for the release of the forensic audit done by international audit company
Kroll. However last Friday 24 March 2017 the Mozambican Attorney-General Office (PGR) announced a
further extension of the deadline for the audit into the three security-related companies, Ematum
(Mozambique Tuna Company), Proindicus and MAM (Mozambique Asset Management).
The PGR hired the London office of the US Company Kroll, reputedly the foremost forensic audit company
in the world, to carry out the audit, which is being financed by the Swedish Embassy. At first Kroll was given
until the end of February to deliver the audit report. When that proved impossible, the deadline was
extended to the end of March. The PGR Friday statement announces a second extension, to 28 April.
Agriculture
The discourse of agriculture in Mozambique has been moulded towards food security and hunger
alleviation. The government is seen making use of large areas of land to plant staple crops such as maize,
not for export and economic gain but for food distribution in the country. Prominent institutions such as the
World Bank and USAID have also funded programmes directed at aggressive agriculture which is not for
commercial gain but hunger and poverty alleviation.
More intricate technology is being developed for the field of agriculture in Mozambique as hydrated seeds
are introduced to combat the adverse effects of draught.
Education and Youth Development
The development of a more comprehensive and inclusive education system has come up as priority in the
Mozambique government. As more distance learning facilities are introduced and training programmes that
include hand crafting, computer orientation, and other skills centric trainings.
The continental issue of a young population has become more apparent to the government of Mozambique
and the government is seen making more decisive policy decision to cater for the young population of
Mozambique.
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Power & Energy
EDM lost more than 20 million meticais due to infrastructure vandalism
O Pais
Electricidade de Moçambique (EDM) says that from 2016 to date it has lost more than 20 million meticais
due to vandalism of its infrastructure, which may result in the stoppage of some projects. This statement
was made in response to the MDM bench in the Municipal Assembly of Maputo City, which questioned the
performance of the public company.
The municipal plenary met this morning to discuss the water supply and distribution of energy in the
country's capital.
The MDM bench highlighted as main negative aspects in the performance of EDM, the restrictions and the
cut in the power supply in the neighbourhoods as well as the billing without meter readings.
In response to questions raised by the MDM, EDM pointed to the financial implication of destruction of its
power supply line as the cause of the restrictions.
It was the turn of the water supply department of the Maputo region to present its report, and once again
the MDM wanted clarification.
Invited to intervene, Águas da Região de Maputo pointed out as one of the solutions to the problem the
creation of a new dam with greater capacity.
It is recalled that EDM still operates with networks and cables of the colonial era. The water supply
department of the Maputo Region has been supplying water alternately to the neighbourhoods.

Maputo City Council discusses water supply and distribution of energy in the capital
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Agriculture
Mozambican government to share 5 million land titles for farmers
Further Africa
At the launch of the 2017 agricultural season, Mozambique’s president Filipe Nyusi, revealed that five
million land titles, known as ‘Direito de Uso e Aproveitamento de Terra’ or DUAT, would be granted to
farmers across the country. This was reported by Agence de Presse africaine.
The Head of State explained that the provision of the DUATs to farmers proved that agro-processing and
agricultural marketing were key components of the government’s development strategy. “By issuing the
titles, the government intends to ensure that land occupied by farmers is not usurped by other individuals,
thereby resulting in land disputes,” he said.
“Those who hold DUATs have secure tenure over their farms, allowing them to produce more and
guarantee their food and nutritional security, and increase their income through the sale of surplus crops,”
says the press agency.

International Affairs
EU parliament president warns against turning Africa into ‘Chinese colony’
Asharq Al-Awsat
President of the European Parliament Antonio Tajani has warned that Africa, which is one of Beijing’s top
economic partners, “risks becoming a Chinese colony”.
“But the Chinese need only natural resources, they’re not interested in stability,” Tajani told the German Die
Welt newspaper.
China overtook the US as Africa’s biggest trading partner in 2009, and Sino-African trade jumped 20-fold
from US$10.6 billion in 2000 to nearly US$200 billion in 2012, according to China’s official Xinhua news
agency. Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said in January that cooperation between China and African
states could improve gradually.
Asked about the wave of migration and rising demand for asylum by Africans, the EU parliament chief said:
“If we fail to resolve the central problems of African nations, 10, 20 or even 30 million migrants will come to
the European Union in the next 10 years .To prevent this scenario from happening, Europe must pour
billions worth of investments and develop a long-term strategy.”
Tajani championed an idea of establishing “collecting camps protected by the UN and European military”,
which he discussed with Filippo Grandi, the incumbent UN High Commissioner for Refugees.
He claimed that such “makeshift towns with hospitals and facilities for children” would meet basic human
rights standards and ensure that migrants “do not fall in the hands of human traffickers or die in the desert
or at sea”.
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Additional information from Win Win Solutions 4 Africa
Antonio Tajani
President of the European Parliament
Address: Parlement européen
Bât. Louise Weiss
T15023
1, avenue du Président Robert Schuman
CS 91024
F-67070 Strasbourg Cedex
France
Tel:

+33(0)3 88 1 75750

Fax:

+33(0)3 88 1 79750

Tajani (born 4 August 1953 in Rome) is an Italian politician and President of the European Parliament since
January 2017. Before then, he was one of the fourteen vice-presidents of the European Parliament and the
European Commissioner for Industry and Entrepreneurship, and was also one of the vice-presidents of the
European Commission.
After attending Liceo Torquato Tasso in Rome, he earned a degree in Law at the Sapienza University of
Rome. Tajani was an officer in the Italian Air Forces. After attending a specialized air defence course at
Borgo Piave di Latina, he became radar controller for air defence at the Italian Air Force radar base of San
Giovanni Teatino.
Tajani has been a professional journalist, editor of parliamentary affairs for the weekly Il Settimanale,
presenter of Rai Radio 1 news programme, and head of the Rome editorial office of the newspaper Il
Giornale. He was special envoy to Lebanon, the Soviet Union and Somalia. Besides Italian, he speaks
English, French and Spanish.

Infrastructure
Zambézia: Deficit Limits Restoration of Roads and Bridges
Noticias
The budget deficit of 450 million meticais is undermining the reconstruction, rehabilitation and maintenance
of most of the roads and bridges destroyed by the natural disasters that hit Zambézia in 2015.
The provincial director of Public Works, Housing and Water Resources, Graciano Artur, said Wednesday
that reconstruction needs were estimated at over 600 million meticals, but the fund allocated was only 156
million, which made it difficult to Implementation of the post-flood reconstruction plan.
According to the official of the Public Works sector, the international financial situation is the source of the
inability to mobilise resources for the rehabilitation or reconstruction of the road infrastructure. It
recognised, however, that the impassability of access routes resulted in the poor circulation of people,
goods and provision of social services such as education and health to communities.
Graciano Artur responded in this way to the questions of the members of the Provincial Assembly who
criticised the fact that the Executive had not complied with the post-flood reconstruction plan. The members
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of this body understand that there has been little effort by the Government to restore road traffic, especially
at the time of the launching of the national agricultural marketing campaign.
The parliamentarians indicated sections such as Ile / Namarrói, Namarrói / Guruè, Mulevala / Gilé, Gilé /
Pebane, Gilé / Alto Molócuè, among others, which at the moment constituted difficulties for the transit of
people and goods. They advised on the creation of mechanisms for mobilising financial and material
resources to enable rehabilitation to resume road communication and re-launch the rural economy.
Graciano Artur said that the priority for this year was the placement of metal bridges. He explained that
most of the 5,000 kilometres of Zambezia's road network consisted of dirt roads, which became impassable
in the rain.
However, members of the Assembly also questioned the poor water supply in the district of Mocuba. On
this issue, Artur said in a reply that Mocuba had the highest coverage in terms of water supply, currently
standing at 86 percent. He said that last year 21 sources were built and for this year another 10 would be
built, which would increase the number of people with access to water to 10,000.

Economical Affairs
Embassy of Brazil requests meeting with Max Tonela for clarification on Brazilian meat
production
O Pais
Through a statement sent to us today, the Embassy of Brazil in Mozambique has clarified the news
published in recent days on the production of meat in Brazil.
The Brazilian Ambassador, Rodrigo Baena Soares, requested a meeting with the Minister of Industry and
Commerce of Mozambique, Ernesto Max Tonela, to provide the necessary clarifications.
The Brazilian authorities have been in constant contact with import market authorities and have clarified all
inquiries and demands made by other countries regarding them.
Since the start of the operation, several countries that had decided to impose restrictions on Brazilian beef
imports, have already totally or partially overturned them, such as China, Chile, South Korea, Egypt, Hong
Kong, Iran and Mexico.
The Brazilian Embassy in Maputo remains available to clarify any queries related to the topic.
The Embassy's statement states that on 03/17/2017, the Federal Police of Brazil made public the
investigation of alleged irregular practices in the certification of meat involving officials of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Livestock and Supply of Brazil and 21 establishments.
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Additional information from Win Win Solutions 4 Africa
Rodrigo de Lima Baena Soares
Brazilian Ambassador to Mozambique
Address:
Embassy of Brazil in Maputo
Av. Kenneth Kaunda, 296
Maputo
Mozambique
Tel:

(+258) 21484800

Fax:

(+258) 21-484806/491339

Emergency Number: (+258) 822835330
Email:

ebrasil@tdm.co.mz

Soares was born in Rio de Janeiro, on December 11 1963. He completed a Diploma in Career Preparation,
an advanced diploma in 1986 and in 1988 and the Higher Studies Course, all from the Rio Branco Institute.
In 2007, he presented the thesis "Foreign Policy and Media in a Democratic State: The Brazilian case.” He
holds a post-graduate degree in Public Administration from the National School of Administration of Paris
(2001).
He began his diplomatic career in 1987. Abroad he has served at the Mission of Brazil to the United
Nations from 1992 to 1995 as well as the Embassy in Paris from 2000 to 2003 and at the Embassy in
Buenos Aires from 2006 to 2009. Recently, he has been appointed the Brazilian Ambassador to
Mozambique.
His functions performed at the Embassy of Brazil Chancellery and the Federal Administration
include: the Special Adviser and Spokesperson of the Presidency of the Republic, from 2011 to 2012 , and
Special Advisor to the General Secretariat of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, from 2012.
He has also held important positions in temporary missions, integrating and heading delegations, such as
the Brazilian delegation to the IX Ordinary Meeting of the South American Defence Council in 2014.

Political Affairs
Filipe Nyusi visits Inhambane
Government Portal Affairs
The President of the Republic, Filipe Nyusi, is on a working visit from today until Saturday to the southern
province of Inhambane. During the visit, the Head of State will inaugurate the tourist resort Sentidos Beach
He will also visit the resort in Praia da Barra, as well as some neighbourhoods in the city of Inhambane,
whose public infrastructure was destroyed by Cyclone Dineo, which recently hit the province.
According to data on the impact of the cyclone, which occurred on 15 February, Dineo caused seven
deaths, and 96 injuries, of which 16 were serious..
The tropical cyclone totally destroyed 33,712 houses and affected another 71,526. It also destroyed 1,692
classrooms and 72 toilets.
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Dineo affected 62,382 hectares of crops, including maize, beans, rice, peanuts, manioc, sweet potatoes,
manioc and various horticultural crops in 30 districts of Manica and Sofala (central), Inhambane, Gaza and
Maputo. During the trip, Nyusi will be accompanied by the Minister of Culture and Tourism, Silva Dunduro;
Deputy Minister of State Administration and Public Service, Roque Silva; Director General of the National
Institute of Disaster Management, Osvaldo Machatine; and staff of the Presidency of the Republic and
other state institutions, according to a press release received by AIM.

Agriculture
Bank-funded irrigation systems bring back life and hope to small farmers in rural
Mozambique
The World Bank





The World Bank is investing $70 million to help small farmers grow and sell rice and vegetables
through rehabilitated and expanded irrigation schemes in the central provinces of Manica, Sofala,
and Zambézia.
Over 6,000 people have directly benefited from the Sustainable Irrigation Development Project
(PROIRRI).
At completion, the project is expected to ensure irrigation over a total of 3,000 hectares, of which
1,700 are dedicated to rice production, 800 for horticulture, and 500 for contract production.

Maize and rice hold a special place in the lives of many Mozambicans. As a food staple, many rural
residents rely on these cereals as a primary source of daily intake of nutrients as well as to generate
income. However, the prolonged droughts of recent years, coupled with nonexistent or poor irrigation
systems and soil salinisation, as well as the rising production costs, have long crippled many small farmers,
the majority of which are women.
Recent developments have given farmers in central Mozambique good reason to be optimistic. For over
five years the World Bank has supported the Government of Mozambique’s Sustainable Irrigation
Development Project (PROIRRI), providing around $70 million in financing in addition to the $5.7 million
allocated by the Government of Mozambique and a $14.2 million grant from the Japanese Government,
bringing the project’s total investment to $90 million. The objective of the project is to increase agricultural
production and raise farm productivity with new or improved irrigation schemes in the provinces of Sofala,
Manica and Zambézia in Mozambique.

Isac Queface exhibits his highly marketable
baby-corn production from his farm at Camp 4, in
the District of Vanduzi.
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Tales of improved livelihoods and restored hope
Thanks to improvements in irrigation systems in the rural district of Vanduzi, in the Manica province, local
smallholder farmers are now growing maize and vegetable crops in irrigated land. Prior to the project’s
investments, water collection was insufficient and could barely cover the needs of farmers, which drove
some to abandon agriculture altogether and migrate to cities.
“Irrigation gives you control over water, and not the other way around. Water shouldn’t control you,”
emphasised Isac Queface, the chairman of the local farmers’ association in what is known as Camp 4.
“Today, people in our community consider the farming of baby corn and piri-piri as their new future, given
their highly marketable characteristics,” he added. “We now live from our production. I managed to build
my brick house with four rooms. It’s only missing the roof, which will be built in the next couple of months,”
he concluded while displaying a sample of baby corn production from his farm.
Thanks to PROIRRI interventions, the irrigated area in the Vanduzi fields has been expanded. Newly built
canals use gravity to encourage a flow of water along the fields, covering 20 times the area initially
irrigated. In the district of Vanduzi alone, the project built 11 of such irrigation schemes covering a total area
of more than 1,500 hectares, which are used mainly for the production of vegetables and cereals.
Similarly to Vanduzi, Sussundenga is another district now flourishing thanks to new irrigation schemes.
Zabeta Jone, a 51-year-old farmer, who along with her husband are members of the Kufa Ndaedza
farmers’ association, recalls how hard life was prior to PROIRRI interventions. They lived 7.5 kilometers
from the valley where they had their farm. To get there they had to go around a mountain and cross an
area infested with snakes, she recalls. Small farmers like her used a rudimentary irrigation method that
couldn’t provide enough water for the family’s small plot of land. “Those were very difficult times,” she
recalls. Like many farmers who benefited from investments under the project, the future looks much
brighter to her.
“The project has considerably expanded irrigation in the valley and as a result, we have acquired three
more plots of land,” said Jone. “The whole community has benefited. In higher parts of the valley, a new
village was established and we immediately moved there. The increase in our income allowed us build our
home with burned bricks, send our eldest son to university in the city of Chimoio, afford a driving license for
our other son, and send our youngest to school,” added a radiant Jone with her husband proudly leaning on
a brand new motorcycle.
In the neighboring provinces of Sofala and Zambézia, PROIRRI's focus is on rice production, a priority crop
for the Government of Mozambique. The districts of Buzi, Mopeia, and Morrumbala are some of the biggest
beneficiaries in the provinces receiving PROIRRI's ‘matching grant’. The grant funds 70% of the cost of
acquiring production kits that cover a standard area of about 0.2 hectares, consisting of improved seeds,
fertilizers, and pesticides. The remaining cost of 30% is covered by the farmers themselves. Likewise, the
scheme co-funds 85% of the total cost of acquiring equipment for animal traction as well as agroprocessing machines.
In the above mentioned provinces, the project is expected to ensure irrigation over a total of 3,000
hectares, are dedicated to rice production, 800 for horticulture, and 500 for contract production. So far, over
6,000 people have directly benefited from the project in the three provinces where it is implemented.
Mozambique is endowed with more than 30 million hectares of arable land with significant agro-ecological
diversity. The government has named the development of irrigation as one of its priorities for the
development of agriculture and rural development. To that end, it adopted a new National Irrigation
Strategy whose implementation is materialising with the interventions such as those under the PROIRRI.
Three out of 15 hydrogeological basins highlighted by the Irrigation Strategy (Buzi, Pungué and Zambezi)
are covered by the PROIRRI intervention. Within the scope of the project, the National Irrigation Institute
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(INIR) benefited from institutional and capacity building to cater to its policy, strategic and operational
mandates. INIR capacities to implement its policies were also reinforced. The project also supported
government institutions in the preparation of legislation for irrigation associations as well as the National
Irrigation Plan, both approved by the Executive’s Council of Ministers in 2015 and December 2016
respectively.
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News Headlines this week:
Thursday, 30 March 2017
Education
Mozambique plans to build 1,000 classrooms that resistant to Natural Disasters
Youth Development
The demographic dividend in Mozambique
Economy
World Bank hopes to resume budget support
Tete News
The Tete agricultural campaign in Moatize expects to produce 54 thousand tons of cereals
Political Affairs
MDM proposes disbanding districts in territories that coincide with those of municipalities
Business News
Mozambique bans Brazilian beef from the list of imports
Agriculture
Gaza with a deficit of 15 million to recover from the loss of production
Tourism
Mozambican resort makes CNN list of world’s most beautiful island hotels

Wednesday, 29 March 2017
Mining & Energy
Mozambique ruby rush leads to gangland turf war
Mining & Energy
Vale completes Moatize sale to Mitsui, appoints new CEO
Mining & Energy
Syrah Resources signs MoU with China-based BTR New Energy Materials
Infrastructure
Power station in Mozambique resumes operation after increasing capacity
Infrastructure
Sumitomo: Contract Signing with Mozambique’s Public Power Company for Construction of Gas-fired
Combined Cycle Power Plant
General News
Preliminary report of the crash of the ETA Air Charter plane in 30 days
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Agriculture
Obtala raises £4mln from Hong Kong investor
Foreign Investment
Chinese investment in Portuguese-speaking countries reaches 50 billion
Political Affairs
Nyusi inaugurates distance learning centre in Chimoio

Tuesday, 28 March 2017
Mining & Energy
Lack transparency in capital gains paid by Eni to Mozambique
General News
Aircraft crashes and kills five people
Tete News
Citizen shot in an alleged fuel theft in Tete
Tourism
Minister recognises problem with statistics of tourists visiting Mozambique
International Affairs
Germany supports Mozambique with donation of 157.5 million euros
Mining & Energy
Savannah Resources defines resource estimate at Ravene deposit in Mozambique
Agriculture
Water shortage leads to sharp drop in banana production
Public Debt
Mozambican Debt Group says that government gives no transparency guarantees

Monday, 27 March 2017
International Affairs
African Development Week: Emphasis on policies that cater for youth
Public Debt
Kroll extends deadline for submission of final audit report to hidden debts
Mining & Energy
Penspen seals Mozambique JV pipeline deal
Agriculture
Nyusi says the country should not continue to grow artificially
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Infrastructure
President of the Republic inaugurates the Mavuzi hydroelectric plant
Health & Wellness
WHO calls for efforts to eradicate tuberculosis?
Political Affairs
EU wants to support 2018 and 2019 elections in the country
Political Affairs
Former president Joaquim Chissano to be appointed High Representative of the AU for Western Sahara
Youth Entrepreneurship
US$100,000 up for grabs for African Youth Entrepreneurs
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